Online sharing platforms often rely on collaborative tagging systems for annotating content. In this way, users themselves annotate and describe the shared contents using textual labels, commonly called tags. These annotations typically suffer from a number of issues such as tag scarcity or ambiguous labelling. Hence, to minimise some of these issues, tag recommendation systems can be employed to suggest potentially relevant tags during the annotation process. In this work, we present a tag recommendation system and evaluate it in the context of an online platform for audio clip sharing. By exploiting domain-specific knowledge, the system we present is able to classify an audio clip among a number of predefined audio classes and to produce specific tag recommendations for the different classes. We perform an in-depth user-based evaluation of the recommendation method along with two baselines and a former version that we described in previous work. This user-based evaluation is further complemented with a prediction-based evaluation following standard information retrieval methodologies. Results show that the proposed tag recommendation method brings a statistically significant improvement over the previous method and the baselines. In addition, we report a number of findings based on the detailed analysis of user feedback provided during the evaluation process. The considered methods, when applied to real-world collaborative tagging systems, should serve the purpose of consolidating the tagging vocabulary and improving the quality of content annotations.
mendation system. These kind of user-based evaluations are very costly and we 93 have seen that they are not very common in the tag recommendation literature.
94
For that reason, we believe our contribution is of great valuable to the commu-95 nity. In our evaluation, we compare the recommendation method we proposed 96 in previous work and the extended version we describe here along with two ran-97 dom baselines. Moreover, we perform a complementary evaluation based on a 98 tag-prediction task following common information retrieval methodologies. In 99 our previous work [7] , the tag recommendation methods were evaluated using 100 a tag-prediction task and compared favourably against four baselines and two 101 state of the art methods [8, 22] . For this comparison, we used data from the In order to reduce the computational cost of the operations performed in this step and to get rid of potentially noisy tags, when building the association matrix we only consider tags whose frequency of occurrence is higher that a threshold ω = 10 (i.e. we only consider tags that are used at least 10 times in the Freesound folksonomy). In this way the number of rows of the association matrix is reduced by ≈80%, with only around ≈10% of the associations between tags and audio clips being actually ignored [7] . determines a threshold to select the tags that are finally recommended.
Here we use the strategy of determining the threshold as a percentage 156 of the maximum score in Γ A [7] . Tags in Γ A are sorted by their score 157 and those that satisfy φ >= are outputted as Γ R , the final set of recom-158 mended tags.
159
In this way, the method Gen can generate a sorted list of recommended 160 tags Γ R given a set of input tags Γ I and a tag-tag similarity matrix S which 161 is derived from previous tag associations. Given The proposed class-based tag recommendation method, which we refer to as 168 Cla, is a variation of Gen based on the classification of the input tags Γ I into 169 a set of K predefined audio classes. For every class C k , k ∈ [1, K], a tag-tag 170 similarity matrix S C k is built in the same way as in the Gen method, except 171 that in this case only the tag assignment information corresponding to the audio 172 clips of the current class is considered (see below). As a result, a different tag-173 tag similarity matrix can be computed for every audio class, and the matrix S C k 174 that is used in the candidate tag selection step of the recommendation process 175 depends on the classification of the input tags Γ I (Fig. 1) . Once the candidates 176 are selected, the other two steps (aggregation of candidate tags and selection of 177 tags to recommend) are computed exactly in the same way as in Gen. 
Classification of input tags

179
The classification of input tags is performed using a supervised learning 180 model trained with the original tag annotations of audio clips in Freesound.
181
We defined K = 5 audio classes (Table 1) 
Computation of tag-tag similarity matrices
193
As mentioned, the process of building the tag-tag similarity matrices S C k is 194 the same as the one for building S, except that for every matrix S C k we only 195 consider tag assignment information from audio clips belonging to C k . For that 196 
Class name
Description and examples
SoundFX
Sound effects (including foley), footsteps, opening and closing doors, alarm sounds, cars passing by, animals, and all kinds of noises or artificially created glitches.
Soundscape
Environmental recordings, street ambiances or artificially constructed complex soundscapes.
Sample
Instrument samples including single notes, chords and percussive hits (e.g. single notes of a piano recorded one by one and uploaded as different audio clips, or samples from a complete drum set).
Music
Musical fragments such as melodies, chord progressions, and drum loops. This class is to Sample what Soundscape is to SoundFX.
Speech
All sorts of speech-related audio clips such as text reading, single words or recordings of text-to-speech processors. using the same process we use for S (Sec. 2.1).
203
Notice that the similarity value between two tags t i and t j will be different of the class vocabulary will be smaller than the size of the general vocabulary).
209
Therefore, there will be some "all-zeros" rows in S C k , corresponding to the tags 210 that are not used in the context of the particular class C k . Hence, these tags 211 are never recommended when using S C k . Freesound data, including audio clips and tag annotations, can be gathered using the pubic Freesound API (www.freesound.org/help/developers/). with the first audio clip and had to annotate by typing tags in a text box.
266
7 The clips we selected for the annotation phase of the online experiment (a total of 250, 50 per class) were removed from the ground truth and thus were not used to train the classifier described in section 2.2.1. The audio clip could be reproduced using a web player that also showed assigned to an audio clip by a particular participant, the number of these tags 289 that were recommended by the system during the annotation process (i.e., the 290 number of recommended tags that were accepted by the participant). Let Γ P be 291 the set of tags that a participant used to annotate a particular audio clip, and 292 let Γ Rm be one of the sets of recommended tags that were presented to the user 293 in the successive M tag recommendations during the tagging process of that 294 particular audio clip. Then, we can define Λ, the number of accepted tags, as
where | | measures set cardinality. Notice that Λ is roughly equivalent to 296 a standard recall measure (without the normalization by |Γ P |). beginning of the experiment (Table 3 ). In particular, we compute Λ for each rec- for the random versions) and find class-based recommenders to be more useful.
355
On the other side, we observe that when analysing the non-experienced par-356 ticipants group, the differences between class-based and general methods gets Table 4 : Average number of accepted tags Λ per number of uploaded sounds and recommendation method. †The ranges in the number of uploaded sounds are determined in the questionnaire that participants had to fill at the beginning of the experiment (Fig. 3) . This percentage is computed without taking into account tag recommendations performed with random methods which obviously did not provide meaningful recommendations. not created by themselves. Finally, another repeated comment is that tag sug-gestions are more useful for "nature" and "human-related" audio clips, whereas
475
"abstract" and "synthetic" clips require more tags to be manually introduced 476 before some meaningful suggestions are made. These comments are somehow 477 aligned with the results reported in Fig. 5 , where we see that Soundscape and
478
Speech classes are the ones that report higher Λ. 
497
We also observe that there are some tags with low acceptance because of its 498 subjective meaning (e.g. groovy, threatening) or because participants can not 499 assess its correctness because they are not the authors of the annotated clips 500 (e.g. multi-sample, improvised). Obviously there are also some suggested 501 tags which are not accepted because they are simply not appropriate for the 502 clips being described. That could be the case of tags like piano, guitar or pad 503 which are sometimes recommended to audio clips which clearly do not contain 504 piano, guitar or pad-like sounds. Finally, we observe a last group of suggestions 505 which correspond to tags not usually suggested but normally accepted such as 506 annoucement, synthesizer, footsteps or airplane. We consider these as be-507 ing very good recommendations as they correspond to not-so-general concepts 508 and are apparently recommended only when they are needed. Overall, recom-509 mendations provided by our methods tend to be useful when recommending 510 general tags, referring to concepts than can be used as a broad categorisations 511 of the audio clips. However, recommendations are not as useful when they refer 512 to more detailed aspects of the sounds being annotated. 
Complementary evaluation
514
In order to complement the performed user-based evaluation, we also con-515 sider a more systematic and empirical assessment of the different tag recommen-516 dation methods (Cla, Gen, RCla and RGen) following the methodology we described in [7] . This complementary assessment follows a typical information 518 retrieval evaluation setup based on a tag prediction task which we now describe. The first step consists in training a classifier that allows the classification of the 526 input tags in one of the five defined audio classes, as described in Sec. 2.2.1. To 527 do that, we feed the classifier only with these audio clips that are present both 528 in the training set and in the ground truth we built when designing the system 529 (i.e., we only use audio clips from the training set that we know to which audio 530 category they belong to).
531
The second step of the training phase consists in building the general tag-tag 532 similarity matrix S and the matrices S C k for every class C k . For that we use is not only used in the recommendation process to classify the input tags and 538 select a similarity matrix S C k , but it is also used to build the similarity-matrices 539 S C k by classifying the audio clips of the training set.
540
After the training phase, we pick every audio clip in the evaluation set and 541 randomly delete a set of tags Γ D from its originally assigned tags, yielding Γ I , the 542 input to our recommendation system. The number of tags we delete is chosen 543 uniformly at random, with the only constraint of leaving a minimum number of 544 input tags of |Γ I | ≥ 3 so that there is presumably enough information for the 545 recommender systems to provide good recommendations [7] . This constraint 546 also implies that in order to be able to remove at least one tag for each audio clip 547 (|Γ D | ≥ 1), we can only consider for evaluation the audio clips that have at least 548 four tags 12 . After we remove some tags, we run the four tag recommendation 549 methods using Γ I as input and the similarity matrices we computed in the 550 training phase.
551
As evaluation measures we compute standard precision (P n ), recall (R n ), and f-measure (F n ) for each individual audio clip n according to
where Γ R is the set of recommended tags and Γ D is the set of deleted tags.
Then, global P , R and F measures for each tag recommendation method are 553 calculated by averaging P n , R n and F n across all resources n ∈ [1, N ] evaluated 554 with the chosen recommendation method.
555
The prediction-based evaluation approach is interesting as it allows us to 556 evaluate the different recommendation methods in a systematic way and using If we analyse F as a function of the number of input tags |Γ I | and the number 596 of recommended tags |Γ R | we can get some more insight on the behaviour of 597 the considered recommendation methods (Fig. 6 ). For instance, we see that
598
both Cla and Gen have a tendency of increasing F as the number of input 599 tags also increases ( Fig. 6(a) ). This suggests that the recommendation system 600 is able to provide better recommendations when it is feed with more input tags.
601
The opposite happens with the number of recommended tags (Fig. 6(b) ). This hypothesise that, on a first step of the implementation of the system, tag-tag 639 similarity matrices would need to be recomputed very often as relatively small 640 changes in the folksonomy could have a big impact on the resulting similar-641 ity matrix. In that case, the system would quickly learn from user tagging 642 behaviour and recommendations would quickly start to become more diverse.
643
Besides the similarity matrices, the Cla method also needs annotation data to 644 train the classifier. However, a collaborative tagging system could start using 645 the Gen method until enough data would be collected to build the ground truth 646 and train the classifier.
647
As a second contribution, we perform a user-based evaluation through an established methodology and not considering any user input.
657
As a main result, we have seen that class-based recommendation reports 658 statistically significantly better scores than general recommendation, both in 659 the user-based and prediction-based evaluations. The difference in scoring is,
